
Christopher
Duggan 
.dev

ChristopherDuggan@gmail.com
Jersey City, New Jersey

Software engineer with over three
years of front end and full stack
experience. Personable, insightful,
and analytical with a passion for
learning, teaching, and a love of
clean, e�icient code.

Skills

JavaScript
Python
HTML
CSS
Node.js
React.js
Vue.js
Firebase
MongoDB
PostgreSQL
SQL
Ruby
Ruby on Rails
Git/GitHub
Bash
Linux
Vim
Sales
Recruiting
Learning & Development

General Assembly
Lead Instructor

3/22 to Present 
New York, NY

- Served as the primary instructor for multiple classes of up to 30
adult students in an intensive full stack coding bootcamp

- Taught students the fundamentals of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript,
MongoDB, Python, and SQL

- Taught students frameworks and libraries such as React.js,
Mongoose, Peewee and others.

All Star Code
Lead Instructor

6/21 to 3/22 
Remote

- Served as the primary instructor for multiple classes of 20 high
school and early college-aged young men in an intensive coding
bootcamp

- Taught students the basics of CS and the fundamentals of HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript as well as the p5.js and Firebase

- Acted as an outreach ambassador to other non-pro�ts and
prospective students

Hashtag Labs
Software Engineer

8/19 to 3/21 
New York, NY

- Worked with a team to design and implement numerous user
interface features using Node and Vue.js to increase ease of use
and extend functionality

- Incorporated API features that allowed for broader revenue
sourcing while simultaneously reducing user workload

- Used proprietary software to create customized ad solutions for
clients' individual needs, improving their ad revenue by as much
as 30% without detracting from their user experience

- Acted as the primary point of contact and customer service
representative for numerous clients

Per Scholas | General Assembly
Jr. Full Stack Web Development Fellow

1/19 to 7/19 
New York, NY

- Completed the 5-month Per Scholas Codebridge program which
improved my programming skills through daily development of
various web applications.

Kaizen Media Group
Content Generator

10/17 to 11/18 
New York, NY

- Researched and wrote ten articles a week on a wide range of
subjects

- Organized content in Wordpress with a focus on increasing time
spent on each page to maximize ad revenue

- Curated images to accompany stories in compliance with
Facebook's advertising standards

Level Solar
Sales Consultant

3/16 to 10/17 
New York, NY

- Generated leads through door to door interactions with
homeowners

- Managed a sales team of eight and was responsible for their
training, setting their daily, weekly, and monthly goals, and
ensuring those goals were met

- Won several sales competitions including having most sales
company-wide on three separate occasions

http://christopherduggan.dev/
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